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 ISTS

IAS Spring 
Meeting
The Advance Program for the 
123rd Annual Meeting of the Iowa 
Academy of Science is now 
available for download on the 
Academy Homepage.  Download 
directly from here:

http://www.iacad.org/download/
advanced_program_2011.pdf

The Advance Program includes 
information about General Session 
and Symposia presentations, the 
schedule, a registration form, hotel 
information and more!

ISTS Fall 
Conference 
Date Change
Make plans this spring to attend 
the Fall Conference at Iowa State 
University on October 17 & 18, 
2011. Want to present??? That 
deadline is June 15.

We hope to see you at the 123rd IAS Annual Meeting, April 29-30

Notes and News
Your ISTS Leadership 
Team brings greetings 
and information.
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Iowa Academy of 
Science Mission
* Promote scientific 

research and 
dissemination

* Improve instruction 
in the sciences

* Promote public 
understanding of 
science

* Recognize excellence 
in science and science 
teaching 

ISTS Leadership
Your Leadership team 
can be found at http://
ists.pls.uni.edu/
officers.html. 

We are always looking 
for good people. Send a 
line to 
kathy.megivern@gmail.
com if you would like to 
be more involved.

  Nadine Weirather, Editor	 February, 2011
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Message from ISTS Chair: 
Kathy Megivern
Hello, Fellow Science Educators!

This month has a terrible reputation in 
education, you know. We’re in the thick of 
the school year, with plenty of it ahead yet, 
teachers and students alike tired of winter 
and gray skies -- or the cold that so often 
accompanies the blue skies. We can feel so 
removed from the excitement we felt at the 
beginning of the school year. 

If this newsletter came out in December, 
perhaps I’d make this suggestion to be 
considered as one of your New Year’s 
resolutions. But it’s never too late to make 
a resolution. A good way to gain back that 
motivation and excitement you felt back in 
August and to reenergize your school year 
is to reflect on all the wonderful ideas 
you’ve implemented this year. And the 
great ideas you still want to try! 

The next step is to think about what you 
could share with colleagues at the next 
ISTS Fall Conference. Maybe it’s 
something you have yet to try, and that’s 
OK because the deadline for presenter 
proposals is June 15 this year! Help make 
the 2011 Fall Conference the best ever by 
sharing your expertise. It’s really a low-
pressure situation. Colleagues just want to 
see some new, tried-and-tested ideas. These 
new ideas to which you contribute just 
might postpone the mid-winter blahs for 
countless colleagues next year!

And even if you don’t present, do plan to 
attend the Conference! The Conference this 
year will be October 17th and 18th. (Note 
date change from previous 
announcements!) Spread the word!

Have a great February, March, and 
beyond!

Kathy Megivern, 2010 ISTS Chair 
2011 ISTS Conference Chair 

Using GIS Workshop at 
Spring Meeting, Waverly
Announcing a workshop for all science 
educators!

Date: Friday, April 29, 2011

Time: 8:30 – 10:30 a.m.

Location: Wartburg College, Waverly, 
Iowa

Event:  Workshop to be held during 
the 123rd Iowa Academy of Science 
Annual Meeting

A workshop, “Using Geographic 
Information Systems in K- 16 
Classrooms” will be featured at the 
123rd Iowa Academy of Science 
Annual Meeting in April. Presented by 
Chad Heinzel, Assistant Professor of 
Geology and Science Education at the 
University of Northern Iowa, this 
workshop will provide attendees with:

1. A basic working knowledge of 
GIS and how it may be applied 
to their current science 
curriculum, activities, and 
place-based learning systems.

2. How to access personalized 
free software and data to 
develop their own projects.

3. Access to mobile GIS 
technologies data storage 
capabilities, and effective 
teaching strategies.

4. An opportunity to interact with 
K-12 teachers that are 
developing their own GIS 
activities for science classes, 
learn the positive and 
challenging aspects of using 
GIS in the classroom, and how 
such activities can contribute 
to and enhance the Iowa Core 
Curriculum.

5. A chance to win a door prize; 
GIS Activity Textbook, data  
DVA, 1 year subscription to 
ESRI’s ArcView 9.2 software, 
ITunes gift cards, GIS 
application books and texts.

The description of this workshop is 
found on page 10 of the IAS 123rd 
Annual Meeting Advance Program 
Guide available at: http://
www.iacad.org/download/
advanced_program_2011.pdf.

You do not need to be an IAS member 
to attend however all attendees must 
register for the IAS Annual Meeting.  

The Iowa Academy of Science is a 
501 (c) (3) non-profit organization 
promoting science research, science 
education, the public understanding of 
science, and recognizes excellence in 
these endeavors.
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Canopy in the Clouds

Take a moment to preview a new 
science educational media 
project, Canopy In The Clouds (www.
canopyintheclouds.com). The project 
uses innovative and immersive media 
from the perspective of a tropical 
montane cloud forest to serve as 
a platform for inquiry-based, K-12 
earth and life science education. We 
are particularly excited to offer over 
25 lesson plans on themes such as 
water, weather, soils, ecology 
and the process of science focused 
on 6-8th grades. All materials are 
normed to national science education 
standards, peer-reviewed by a team 
of scientists and educators, and made 
available free of cost via our website. 
Funding is provided by the National 
Geographic Society, National Science 
Foundation and the Tropical Science 
Center of Costa Rica. 

WYOutdoors: Ecology, 
Geology & Inquiry for K-12 
Teachers
! Experience the spirit of scientific 
inquiry and the value of outdoor 
education in this active Wyoming-bound 
ecological “lithivacation” that carpools 
from the Midwest! 
! Extensive hiking in varied terrain 
will be an  integral component of the 
course; canoeing and rafting are offered, 
as well.  Highlights include Ashfall Fossil 
Beds State Park, Badlands National Park, 
Yellowstone National Park, Iowa State 
University's Geology Field Station at the 
base of the Big Horn Mountains, and 
much more!
! Dates: July 6 - Aug. 18
! Cost: $1195
! 4 graduate credits available 
through the Colorado School of Mines for 
$170.
! Application deadline: April 10, 
2011
! For more information and 
registration, please contact Kathy 
Megivern at kathy.megivern@gmail.com

National Lab Day is Now the 
National Lab Network

Planning now for your science fair 
and end-of-year projects? Then 
look to the National Lab Network 
for help. National Lab Day is now 
the National Lab Network.

WISH: Women in 
STEM High School 
Aerospace Scholars

EXPLORE YOUR DREAM JOB.

NASA wants you to become the 
engineers, scientists, researchers and 
innovators of tomorrow. The WISH 
project offers a one-of-a-kind 
experience for female high school 
students like you to jump start your 
future and explore the possibilities of 
a Science, Technology, Engineering 
and Mathematics (STEM) related 
major or career.

FIND YOUR DREAM JOB.

WISH wants female high school 
juniors from across the country to 
participate in our pilot project! Your 

adventure starts 
in Spring 2011 with 
an online 
community and 
culminates with a 
summer experience 

at NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) 
in Summer 2011. Applicants need to 
be:

• U.S. citizens

• Female high school juniors
• Interested and excited about 

STEM
• Committed to a one-year 

relationship with JSC; and
• Have access to the Internet and 

email (at home, school or 
public library)

CREATE YOUR DREAM JOB.

• Participate in an online 
community including chat 
sessions with subject matter 
experts

• Complete online lessons 
covering past, present and 
future space exploration

• Research about leading female 
STEM professionals

• Attend the summer experience 
with selection based on 
application, participation in 
online activities and research, 
at no cost to you

THE SUMMER EXPERIENCE.

• Collaborate with girls from 
across the country on a unique 
design project during the 
summer experience at JSC

• Work with NASA JSC 
engineers and co-ops/interns 
on the project

• Present your mission to 
NASA personnel and 
community leaders

•
Deadline is March 14, 2011.

START YOUR DREAM JOB 
HERE.

To participate in this NASA 
experience, email JSC-
NHAS@mail.nasa.gov, or visit http://
www.nasa.gov/education/wish
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‘Teaching From Space’ Seeks 
Educators to Defy Gravity

Subject: experience weightlessness?
 
Know anyone who might like to fly on 
the reduced gravity aircraft?  Teacher 
Teams can submit experiments until 
March 14.
It’s a fantastic experience!

Teaching From Space, a NASA 
Education office, in partnership with 
the Reduced Gravity Education Flight 
Program announces the opportunity 
for educators across the country to 
conduct research in a unique 
reduced-gravity environment. For the 
first time, this incredible opportunity is 
open to any current K-12 classroom 

teacher in the United States. 
Participants must also be U.S. 
citizens.

This experience will enable selected 
educator teams to propose, design 
and fabricate a reduced-gravity 
experiment and subsequently test and 
evaluate their experiment aboard a 
microgravity aircraft. This aircraft flies 
approximately 30 roller-coaster-like 
climbs and dips to produce periods of 
micro- and hyper-gravity, ranging from 
0 g’s to 2 g’s. 

Educator teams interested in testing 
an experiment in this unique 
environment need to submit a 
proposal no later than March 14, 
2011. For more information, check out 
http://

microgravityuniversity.jsc.nasa.gov/tfs 
or send an e-mail to jsc-
rgeducator@nasa.gov.
 
Susan H. Anderson 
Education Specialist 
NASA Johnson Space Center 
281-483-8630 desk 
281-732-5282 cell
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NSDL Science 
Literacy Maps
Getting the Most Out of NSDL Science 
Literacy Maps

Digitized versions of the 
progression-of-understanding 
maps published in Project 2061’s 
Atlas of Science Literacy have 
become a popular feature for 
searching and accessing teaching 
resources in the various 
collections of the National Science 
Digital Library (NSDL). Now, with 
a new grant from the National 
Science Foundation, Project 2061 
will be working with various NSDL 
entities to help increase and 
improve the use of the NSDL 
Science Literacy Maps as tools for 
understanding how K–12 students 
make progress in their science 
learning and the implications for 
selecting and using NSDL 
resources.

Beginning in January 2011, the 
two-year $510,000 grant will 
enable Project 2061 to conduct 
face-to-face workshops at national 
and regional science education 
conferences to help NSDL users 
understand and take advantage of 
all of the features of the Science 
Literacy Maps. A set of just-in-time 
online learning tools will also be 
developed and embedded in the 

maps themselves and made 
accessible through the NSDL 
Pathways that serve as the major 
portals to collections of NSDL 
resources for K–12 science 
educators. Ultimately, the goal of 
this new effort is to help educators 
gain a better understanding of the 
K–12 conceptual and cognitive 
framework that is presented in the 
NSDL Science Literacy Maps and 
to help them make better 
selections and use of the digital 
resources that are linked to the 
maps.

In addition to the new grant, 
Project 2061 is also funded by the 
NSDL program to build the 
capacity of digital library 
developers to determine how well 
their resources address K–12 
science content standards. See 
the August 2010 issue of Project 
2061 Connections for an update 
on that work.

      

PBS to Honor 
Innovative Teachers
from NSTA Express

Do you use the resources of the 
Public Broadcasting Service 
(PBS) to create innovative 
learning experiences for your 
students? If so, get ready for the 
PBS Teachers Innovation Awards. 
Visit the awards website to watch 
video clips of innovators and 
download an “Innovation 101” 
classroom curriculum.

Then make a video showing how 
you innovate. Demonstrate what 
you do with students (inside or 
outside of a classroom), or share 
about an innovative project 
resulting from an instructional 
activity you conducted. Your video 
should show how you used a PBS 
resource to enhance the lesson or 
project.

Entries will be due by March 31, 
2011. The top 12 winners, one 
from each of 12 subject/grade 
groupings, will participate in a 
weeklong "Innovation Immersion 
Experience" at The Henry Ford in 
Dearborn, Michigan, and receive 
a free PBS TeacherLine 
professional development course.

http://www.nsdl.org/
http://www.nsdl.org/
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Historic Opportunity for 
Your District: Student 
Experiments Aboard 
Final Space Shuttle Flight
Deadline: all participating 
communities must be aboard by 
March 15, 2011.
 
The National Center for Earth and 
Space Science Education 
(NCESSE; http://ncesse.org) 
announces a truly remarkable 
opportunity for a school district or 
community college on the final 
flight of Space Shuttle Atlantis 
(STS-135) - which is the historic 
final flight of the U.S. Space 
Shuttle program.

We are now inviting school 
districts and community colleges 
across the U.S. to be part of the 
Student Spaceflight Experiments 
Program (SSEP). SSEP was 
designed as a keystone national 
STEM education initiative to help 
engage and inspire America’s next 
generation of scientists and 
engineers through immersion in 
real science. We believe that 
“student as scientist” represents the 
very best in science education.

Each participating school district or 
community college will be 

provided an experiment slot in a 
real microgravity research mini-
laboratory flying on Space Shuttle 
Atlantis. Our Center will then 
guide you through an experiment 
design competition, which you can 
open up to as many as 3,200 
students. Or you could opt for 
participation by a single middle or 
high school. Your student teams 
then design real experiments vying 
for your reserved slot on this 
historic flight, with designs 
constrained by mini-laboratory 
operation and the need to pass a 
real NASA Flight Safety Review.

Additional SSEP programming 
leverages the flight experiment 
design competition to engage your 
entire community - students, 
teachers, families and the public - 
embracing a Learning Community 
Model for STEM education. 

As a benchmark, for the final flight 
of Shuttle Endeavour (STS-134) 16 
communities came aboard, offering 
20,000 students the ability to 
participate. 447 proposals from 
student teams were submitted and 
the 16 experiments chosen for 
flight are now going through 
NASA Flight Safety Review.
 

Consider SSEP for your school 
district or community college. Our 
goal for Atlantis is 50 communities 
and 100,000 students participating.

Note that SSEP is the first pre-
college national STEM education 
program that is implemented as an 
on-orbit commercial space venture. 
While the Center is a non-profit, 
SSEP is associated with real cost 
that is passed on to the 
participating community. That said, 
we understand the tough economic 
times, and can help you find 
underwriters. We successfully 
identified funding for 11 of the 16 
communities participating in SSEP 
for Space Shuttle Endeavour.
 
If interested, visit the SSEP website 
(link below) for a full description 
of the program, and links to 
profiles of communities currently 
participating, and descriptions of 
the experiments selected for flight 
on Shuttle Endeavour.

VIDEO ON SSEP PROGRAM:

http://bit.ly/eL1oi2

MAIN SSEP WEBSITE:
http://ssep.ncesse.org

http://ncesse.org/
http://ncesse.org/
http://bit.ly/eL1oi2
http://bit.ly/eL1oi2
http://ssep.ncesse.org/
http://ssep.ncesse.org/
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GO O G L E  LA U N C H E S  A  
G L O B A L  ON L I N E  
SC I E N C E  FA I R  

A new STEM initiative brings 
opportunities for students.  

Google has partnered with NASA, 
CERN, National Geographic, 
Scientific American, and the LEGO 
Group to create the Google Science 
Fair—a STEM competition. The 
Google Science Fair is a global 
competition that any student aged 
13 to 18 is eligible to enter. Students  
can enter as individuals or teams of 
up to three. There is no entry fee 
and registration and submission will 
happen online. The Science Fair will 
culminate in a celebratory event at 
Google headquarters in California in 
July 2011, where finalists will 
compete for internships, 
scholarships, and prizes in front of a 
panel of celebrity scientist judges 
including Nobel Laureates and 
household names. The competition 
deadline is April 4, 2011.

*******************************************

Teachers Corner at 
NASA’s Space Place
Although the entire Space Place site 
may be helpful to teachers and 
students, the resources linked here 
were developed specifically to help in 
the classroom.

http://spaceplace.jpl.nasa.gov/en/
educators/

         

SYMPOSIA at IAS 
Spring Meeting

April 29 - 30, 2011 

Wartburg College, Waverly

Symposium A: 
Unintended Health and 
Environmental Consequences 
of Confinement Agriculture
The Rural Iowa Environment 
and Asthma, Joel N. Kline, MD, 
Director of the UI Asthma 
Center, Division of Pulmonary, 
Critical Care, and Occupational 
Medicine,  University of Iowa

Agriculture and Antibiotic 
Resistance, Tara C. Smith, 
Ph.D., Assistant Professor, 
Department of Epidemiology, 
University of Iowa

Why Confinement Technology 
Creates Unintended 
Consequences, Bob Watson, 
Watson Brothers, Waste Water 

Manufacturerʼs 
Service 
Providerʼs 
Representative

Symposium B: 
Investigating Forensic 
Science
Where are the Forensic 
Scientists?, Gilbert E. 
Corrigan, MD, Ph.D., St. Louis, 
MO.

The Iowa Division of Criminal 
Investigationʼs Forensic DNA 
Casework and DNA Profiling 
Units, Mike Halverson, 
Criminalist/DNA Technical 
Leader, Iowa DCI, Criminalistics 
Laboratory

Detection, Documentation, 
and Collection of Forensic 
Evidence, Steven L. Petersen, 
Detective Sergeant, Black Hawk 
County Sheriffʼs Department, 
Waterloo, IA

Symposium C: 
150th Anniversary - Science 
and the Civil War Overview of 
Civil War Medicine, Gordon 
Dammann, DDS, Lena, IL
#
Geology and the Civil War in 
Missouri, Kevin Evans, 
Associate Professor of Geology 
and Earth Science Education 
Coordinator, Missouri State 
University

Men Under Fire: Cvil War 
Tactics, A Step Behind the 
Advance of Science, Ken 
Lyftogt, Department of History at 
the University of Northern Iowa

http://www.google.com/events/sciencefair/
http://www.google.com/events/sciencefair/
http://www.google.com/events/sciencefair/
http://www.google.com/events/sciencefair/
http://spaceplace.jpl.nasa.gov/en/educators/
http://spaceplace.jpl.nasa.gov/en/educators/
http://spaceplace.jpl.nasa.gov/en/educators/
http://spaceplace.jpl.nasa.gov/en/educators/
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It’s a good thing the Sun is single. According to new 
research, Sun-like stars in close double-star systems 
“can be okay for a few billion years—but then they go  
bad,” says Jeremy Drake of the Harvard-Smithsonian 
Astrophysical Observatory in Cambridge, Mass. 

How bad? According to data from NASA’s Spitzer 
Space Telescope, close binary stars can destroy their 
planets along with any life.  Drake and four colleagues  
reported the results in the September 10, 2010, issue 
of The Astrophysical Journal Letters.

Our Sun, about 864,000 miles across, rotates on its 
axis once in 24.5 days. “Three billion years ago, 
roughly when bacteria evolved on Earth, the Sun 
rotated in only 5 days,” explains Drake. Its rotation 
rate has been gradually slowing because the solar 
wind gets tangled up in the solar magnetic field, and 
acts as a brake.

But some sun-like stars occur in close pairs only a few 
million miles apart. That’s only about five times the 
diameter of each star—so close the stars are 
gravitationally distorted. They are actually elongated 
toward each other. They also interact tidally, keeping 

just one face toward the other, as the Moon does 
toward Earth.

Such a close binary is “a built-in time bomb,” Drake 
declares. The continuous loss of mass from the two 
stars via solar wind carries away some of the double-
star system’s angular momentum, causing the two 
stars to spiral inward toward each other, orbiting faster 
and faster as the distance shrinks. When each star’s 
rotation period on its axis is the same as its orbital 
period around the other, the pair effectively rotates as 
a single body in just 3 or 4 days.

Then, watch out! Such fast spinning intensifies the 
magnetic dynamo inside each star. The stars “generate 
bigger, stronger ‘star spots’ 5 to 10 percent the size of 
the star—so big they can be detected from Earth,” 
Drake says. “The stars also interact magnetically very 
violently, shooting out monster flares.”

Worst of all, the decreasing distance between the two 
stars “changes the gravitational resonances of the 
planetary system,” Drake continued, destabilizing the 
orbits of any planets circling the pair.  Planets may so 
strongly perturbed they are sent into collision paths. 
As they repeatedly slam into each other, they shatter 

into red-hot asteroid-sized bodies, killing any life. In 
as short as a century, the repeated collisions pulverize 
the planets into a ring of warm dust.

The infrared glow from this pulverized debris is what 
Spitzer has seen in some self-destructing star systems. 
Drake and his colleagues now want to examine a 
much bigger sample of binaries to see just how bad 
double star systems really are.

They’re already sure of one thing: “We’re glad the 
Sun is single!”

Read more about these findings at the NASA Spitzer 
site at www.spitzer.caltech.edu/news/1182-
ssc2010-07-Pulverized-Planet-Dust-May-Lie-Around-
Double-Stars .  For kids, the Spitzer Concentration 
game shows a big collection of memorable (if you’re 
good at the game) images from the Spitzer Space 
Telescope. Visit spaceplace.nasa.gov/en/kids/spitzer/
concentration/.

This article was provided by the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under 
a contract with the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration.

 Thank Goodness the Sun Is Single
 by Trudy E. Bell
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